LC State will begin Fall 2020 semester with face-to-face delivery, observing social distancing and cleaning protocols.

**Instructional Delivery Models**

**Face-to-Face** (Sections 01, 02, etc.)
- Traditional Face-to-Face. All students are present in the classroom/ laboratory on the same day/ time.
- Modified Face-to-Face.* A portion of students are present in the classroom/ laboratory with the remainder joining through a *synchronous* modality.

**Hybrid** (Section 70)
- Traditional Hybrid. All students complete course in a pre-scheduled on-campus/ online learning format.
- Modified Hybrid: A portion of students are present in the classroom / lab with the remainder completing an *asynchronous* online experience.

**Online** (Section 60)
- Traditional Online. All students complete course in an *asynchronous* online environment.
- Modified Online. All students complete course in an online environment with occasional, pre-scheduled, *synchronous* class sessions.

**Emergency Remote Instruction (ERI)**
- Emergency Remote Instruction.** Instructor moves to traditional or modified online, or delivers course *synchronously* through a Zoom-like technology on same day/ time as on-campus course.

*Will be required when classroom size does not accommodate social distancing for full class of students.
**Utilized when administrative decision to move all courses to remote delivery mode.

**Instructional Calendar**

**Fall 2020**
- Expect normal start on August 24, 2020.
- All face-to-face lab/ lecture instruction **ceases** on Tuesday, November 24, 2020; practica & internships determined by site.
- Remaining two (2) weeks of semester are delivered remotely.
- Final Exams are to be given during Final Exam Week and remotely; Testing Center will be open to accommodate some testing.
- Library will be open as a Clean Zone.

**Spring 2021**
- Classes start on January 19, 2021, as scheduled.
- Prepare for possible remote start of at least two (2) weeks.

**Expectations**

**Expectations of Classroom**
- Classroom assignments/ capacity will be such that social distancing is observed.
- Cleaning supplies available in every classroom.
- Hand sanitizer available at every building entrance.

**Expectations of Faculty/ Students#**
- Will not attend class if ill (see COVID screening questions).
- Will wear a mask or face covering, based on institutional expectations and protocols.
- Will assist with cleaning between classes.
- Will follow social distancing protocols.

#Students requiring accommodations meet with Accessibility Services; faculty requiring accommodations meet with Human Resource Services and their Division Chair.
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